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Going on to do an extra degree is an important decision, particularly if you do so abroad. CERAM Sophia Antipolis provides graduate students with an exceptional experience: academic endeavor in a very special natural and multicultural environment combined with the Riviera lifestyle, and the energy of a young school of 2,000 students.



Alice Guilhon Deputy Director Professor of Strategy & Competitive Intelligence Doctorate in Management Science, HDR (qualified to supervise doctoral students) Vice President of the Competitive Intelligence Group of the National Institute of Higher Studies in Security (INHES)



Since its creation forty years ago, CERAM Sophia Antipolis has become one of France's most respected management education and research centers. It benefits from the outstanding beauty and climate of the French Riviera, the energy of the local economy, and the special nature of the ‘knowledge economy’ that has developed around Sophia Antipolis: the first European technopole built in the image of the Silicon Valley. The school is set within 1,500 hectares of greenery and surrounded by firms where cutting edge technology and thinking are associated with a ‘Californian lifestyle’ while several other engineering schools and universities have located here also. The technopole attracts highly educated, young, cosmopolitan executives who appreciate this ‘work hard, play hard’ balance in such a privileged setting. In addition to major events such as the Cannes film festival or the jazz festivals in Nice and Juan les Pins, there is a vibrant social and cultural life. Sports activities are also plentiful: you can head for the nearby skiing slopes in the winter and enjoy the beach and water sports in the summer months. For those wishing to venture a little further, there is Monaco, Italy… the list is endless. While maintaining its French roots, CERAM Sophia Antipolis has made the international dimension an essential part of its mission, providing a range of programs taught entirely in English. Numerous international students and faculty are attracted to the advantages offered by the school and its environment: in this last academic year, there were more than 550 foreign students from 60 different nationalities on campus. All MSc Faculty have an international profile. Our recent ISO certification bears witness to our commitment to quality and to continuous improvement. We will do everything we can to make your stay a pleasant one. The continuing links CERAM Sophia Antipolis maintains with its 7,000 alumni through the alumni association show how much students look back and appreciate their time here. We hope that you will join us to share this exceptional life experience.



“



Going on to do an extra degree is an important decision



WORK HARD France France is popular with students seeking a high quality business education combined with a certain quality of life. With French companies playing leading roles in a range of sectors from the glamorous world of luxury goods, fashion and wine, through aerospace and transportation to more mundane activities such as water treatment, isolation materials or glass, France has been providing high-level management education since the first business school was founded there in 1881. [In a recent Financial Times ranking (Sept 11 2006), French schools took eight of the top ten places for European Masters in Management degrees.]



The French Riviera Well known for its climate and its outstanding natural beauty, the French Riviera also has a dynamic local economy. Set in the band of Mediterranean economic activity that runs from Barcelona to Milan, it is traditionally known for tourism and leisure, including yachting, and associated with glamorous events such as the Cannes Film Festival and jazz festivals in Nice and Juan les Pins, but also with trade events, such as the yearly mobile phone fair. Meanwhile, the concentration of private wealth around Monaco has made it a center for private banking, while Grasse remains the traditional heart of the French perfume industry and the luxury good sector is well represented.



Sophia Antipolis and the knowledge economy The very geography that gives the French Riviera its particular beauty and its rocky coastline also presents serious challenges to development. Aware of the limitations on space, and keen to preserve the area’s natural beauty, the region has sought to develop also an economic activity based on ‘intellectual capital’.



biggest provider of reservation software for the tourism industry -, to name but a few). Alongside these larger companies are a host of SMEs and start-ups for whom innovation and entrepreneurship is the lifeblood. Contact with this environment has made innovation and entrepreneurship one of CERAM’s natural areas of expertise.



Sophia Antipolis international science park Launched in 1969 at the initiative of Senator Pierre Laffitte. Today Sophia Antipolis is home to 1300 companies employing 27 000 people of about 70 nationalities. www.sophia-antipolis.net



Alumni: a significant worldwide network CERAM Sophia Antipolis has today 7,000 graduates, many in key positions of responsibility throughout the world. The Alumni association’s main activities are organized around 3 points: > Career management and recruitment services: providing advice and information on activity sectors, jobs, management or recruiting techniques. > Events such as job fairs where some companies are gathered to propose jobs and internships to the students. > Communication tools (www.ceramiens.com, monthly newsletter, Graduate Directory, Clubs).



Sophia Antipolis was the first and probably the most ambitious European technopole: a rationally planned ‘city in the woods’, with over 1,200 companies in the hi-tech, biotechnology and service industries (IBM, Texas Instruments, Amadeus – the world’s



PLAY HARD Well known as a home of art, literature and culture, France is justifiably a top tourist destination that has much to offer, whether in the vibrant Mediterranean South or in the charming and lively streets of Paris. With the second largest airport after Paris, Nice and the Côte d’Azur area is France’s second most popular tourist destination. The climate and geography of the French Riviera make it a place of beauty and good living. It has everything the Mediterranean can offer: sea, beaches, olive trees, the scent of lavender, thyme and pine woods… And an hour or so away from the coast are the mountains, with their ski resorts, canyons and splendid views.



Living on the French Riviera Whether enjoying the sea front at Juan les Pins or visiting the old town and port of Antibes, there is plenty to see and enjoy. Listening to jazz at the festival in Nice or Juan les Pins under a summer moon will provide you with unforgettable memories! At CERAM, there are over 30 student organizations with a whole range of cultural and sporting and enterprise activities that allow you to tap into the energy and enthusiasm of the region. Like the cosmopolitan knowledge-workers of Sophia Antipolis, you will be able to discover the pleasures of a Californian lifestyle on the French Riviera: work hard, play hard!



Going on to do a graduate degree is an important decision, and you want to be sure to make the right choice. At CERAM Sophia Antipolis, you will find an ideal environment for your investment to bear fruit. Your MSc will bring you personal enjoyment and satisfaction, but also provide you with the knowledge and skills to survive in the challenging world of international business. For a future employer, it will provide proof of intellectual ability and stamina combined with international experience.



WHY DO A CERAM MSC? An MSc has become the graduate degree of choice for students wishing to move on to work in business. By doing an MSc at CERAM Sophia Antipolis, you will be able to combine a further degree in English with a taste of France and the Mediterranean, providing a different perspective on European and international business. The setting, the strong ethos of the local ‘knowledge



economy’, the culture of innovation and entrepreneurship of the Sophia Antipolis technopole, and the strength of the school’s faculty all provide fertile ground for learning and the exchange of ideas. The subject areas of the MScs are all linked to the school’s centers of expertise.



WHAT IS AN MSC? CERAM’s MSc degrees are taught wholly in English and aimed at international students with a good Bachelors degree – either in business studies or a related area. Although many students have professional experience, this is not a pre-requisite. The course can serve two purposes: give an additional level of specialization for business studies students; provide a general business course as well as some degree of specialization for nonbusiness studies students with proven academic track records and strong motivation to move into a business area.



The full time course is three semesters (90 ECTS credits), taught over one calendar year. There are two semesters of taught courses and an additional summer semester for the dissertation. For the more general degrees built around the International Business subject area, semester one provides a number of shared foundation courses and an elective, before students move on to focus on their specialization in semester two. Students have the possibility of doing an internship during the third semester, in which case the dissertation generally covers a topic of interest for that company.



THE DISSERTATION The dissertation is an important part of the MSc degree, taking students a step on from undergraduate studies in terms of academic rigor, analysis and presentation. It is here that students will display their ability to ‘master’ a chosen area of study – an



achievement to be proud of. For the student, it constitutes a privileged moment of personal study supported by a supervisor from CERAM’s faculty.



FACULTY AND TEACHING CERAM Sophia Antipolis full-time and affiliated faculty is a dedicated team of professors that combines research activities with a commitment to excellence in teaching and an eye to the practical relevance of content and approach. They bring to the school a diverse range of nationalities, backgrounds and interests. In addition, the teaching faculty draws on a select group of highly experienced managers, international consultants and prize-winning researchers including over 80 % of PhDs. Combining research and an awareness of the realities of modern business, CERAM Sophia Antipolis faculty offer students a



balance between cutting-edge knowledge and theory in their specialized areas and the need for students to be able to apply this in business situations. Using a variety of pedagogical approaches, including case studies, student presentations and projects, and more formal lectures, with a distance-learning platform supporting all courses, professors seek to make the classes as interactive, relevant and student-driven as possible. Students will appreciate their professors’ enthusiasm for the subject, but also how accessible they are. In exchange, professors will expect students to show real commitment and equal enthusiasm for their course of study.



MSc in International Business Scientific Director : Peter Spier - [email protected] No company today can ignore the impact of globalization. But firms are still coming to terms with the implications of this new reality in terms of strategy, organization, new market opportunities, operations and finance. Around the world, they need bright graduates with a clear vision of the issues and welldeveloped intercultural skills to take things forward. The MSc in International Business aims to train those future managers. A partnership with Stirling University in Scotland provides an opportunity for a number of students to spend the second semester studying a specialization there. Students choosing to study for the MSc in International Business at CERAM Sophia Antipolis will follow a set course in Semester 1 to provide the basic knowledge and skills required for understanding international business before being able to choose from a range of specializations and options in Semester 2: • International finance • International marketing • International luxury goods marketing • Competitive Uses of Technology in Enterprise



MSc in Strategic Tourism Management Scientific Director : Frederic Dimanche [email protected] Tourism has become the world's biggest employer and represents a key sector to most developed as well as developing economies. This MSc in Strategic Tourism Management prepares you, through an innovative, transversal, and projectoriented pedagogy, to be effective managers in various tourism sectors, from business and event tourism to leisure travel. The focus of the program is on strategic management and marketing in a cross-cultural context. We offer a stimulating environment and we encourage students to seek and apply new knowledge, in an innovative and entrepreneurial way, to the long-term needs of this industry. The French Riviera, a leading destination, is our “living laboratory”; we provide opportunities for interface and focus, in the classroom and out, with tourism professionals, consultants, and educators, on issues of concern to the industry. The following specializations are proposed; they represent key strategic issues to destinations worldwide. • Events and destination management • Technological applications to tourism services marketing • Risk and crisis management in tourism



MSc in International Finance Scientific Director : Michel Henry Bouchet [email protected] Michael Payte - [email protected] The one-year Master in International Finance program, is taught by finance experts and professionals who combine enhanced academic credentials and market experience. It is organized in close collaboration with the University of Westminster in the heart of the City of London and offers the opportunity of gaining a dual qualification. The program is designed to provide students with an analytical and applied exposure in both corporate and market finance, in a global perspective. While having a strong disciplinary base in international finance, its scope is such that graduates will be able to tackle professional challenges in wider areas and to enjoy business mobility in the ever changing global markets.



MSc in International Marketing Scientific Director : Jonas Hoffmann - [email protected] The MSc in International Marketing offers a marketing course with a resolutely international perspective that is aimed at students looking to a future as product manager, or market researcher in an international context. After a more general foundation semester shared with the international business program, it moves on to examine consumer behavior and market research methods while providing a range of marketing electives. The course draws on the latest thinking in marketing and balances more theoretical input with practical application



MSc in Logistics and Supply Chain Management Scientific Director : Marie Koulifoff - [email protected] In today’s context of intense global competition, supply chain management is an important source of competitive advantage. Customers are demanding more and more variety, with better quality and service at lowest cost. Firms need to develop supply chain strategies and logistical capabilities that serve the needs of their customers whilst maximizing overall profitability. This program aims to provide students with in-depth understanding of the concepts and principles of supply chain management that will help them find employment in this fastmoving strategic area. Students are given the opportunity during their course to take a professional certification examination offered by the Project Management Institute (PMI).



MSc In International Project Management Scientific Director : Jean-Claude Dravet - [email protected] The MSc in International project Management prepares students for an international management career in organizations that achieve significant goals by means of projects. In addition to specialized knowledge and techniques in Project Management and related fields, students are exposed to fundamental management disciplines to provide them with the skills and knowledge to successfully manage the interface between projects and the rest of the organization. Students are given the opportunity during their course to take a professional certification examination offered by the Project Management Institute (PMI).



CERAM Sophia Antipolis 60 rue Dostoïevski, BP 085 – 06902 Sophia Antipolis Cedex – France Phone: +33 (0)4 93 95 44 12 – Fax: +33 (0)4 93 95 45 70 Email: [email protected] – www.ceram.edu
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Please send your application package to CERAM Sophia Antipolis International Admissions Alexandre KANE Rue Dostoïevski BP085 06902 Sophia Antipolis Cedex – France E-mail: [email protected] Phone: +33 4 93 95 44 12 Fax: +33 4 93 95 45 70



Application requirements Bachelor degree or equivalent. English language test to prove a minimum level of English: • Toefl 580 (paper based), 237 (computer based) or 92 (internet based) • Toeic 830 • IELTS 6,5/7 The test is waived for students who have a bachelor’s degree from an English speaking university.



Fees Application fee: 60 euros (non refundable). Tuition fee: 10 500 euros for each Master of Science program. The tuition fee is the same for French and international students.



Application process The admission process is conducted on a rolling basis from November until June. Candidates should apply as soon as possible to be certain that places are still available.



The deadline for the application is the 15th of each month. Candidates have to send their application package: recommendation letters, personal résumé, official academic transcripts, copy of diploma. The application form can be downloaded from www.ceram.edu/msc. Candidates will get the result of their admission within 15 days after the monthly application deadline.



Practical information Monthly cost of living for food, accommodation, transportation: approx. 700 euros per month. Mandatory French healthcare subscription: approx. 190 euros per year. Books: approx. 200 euros per year. Accommodation: as soon as they are admitted, candidates gain access to the school housing database, where they will find useful information regarding housing near CERAM with more than 1500 offers (small ads, residences, etc.). For more information: [email protected]



Financial help Various scholarships and financial aids are available: CERAM Sophia Antipolis scholarship based on merit and need (details upon request) Eiffel Academic Merit Scholarship (French Ministry of Foreign Affairs): www.egide.asso.fr/eiffel Through the French Embassy from your home country: please contact them directly.
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